Arqus RI
Open Science Agenda
Mainstreaming Open Science within the Arqus Alliance

Goals
- Coordinating Open Science in Arqus as cross-cutting topic
- Analysing Open Science skills implications for alternative assessment approaches
- Establishing a joint “Open Science Ambassador Network”
- Developing materials for open science training

Open Science in Arqus
- Openness Position Paper (2022): joint definition, goals and areas of tension
- Cross cutting issue for the Arqus research dimension: implement practices and measures, coordinate efforts in a strategic way, address Open Science at all institutional levels

Recommendations report on enhancing Open Science
- Survey among all Arqus universities on Open Science practices, obstacles and needs
- 3 core recommendations for the alliance, including a set of practices for implementing Open Science

Open Science Ambassador Network
- 16 motivated Open Science practitioners (8 female, 8 male)
- Promote and further implement Open Science in the alliance, Community of practice
- Joint webinars with ENLIGHT alliance

Open Science Skills Matrix
- Links Open Science and new approaches of research assessment
- Provides orientation and facilitate practicing Open Science

Open Science Webpage
- Entry point for researchers
- Includes: Ambassador Network, best practice collection, training materials, support within Arqus, Open Science skills matrix